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12 step Planning, Rough in, and Sequence of work considerations for 
installation of Hospital Isolation Systems 

 
Starting from job site open decking, no walls.  
PLEASE NOTE: At this time, there should only be BACK BOXES on construction site. The isolation 
panel interiors, transformers and trims should be stored in a dry, clean storage area. They 
should NOT be stored on open decking of construction sight.  

1) As interior rooms get chalked out on floor, panel back boxes should be placed into 
approximate position. This makes sure EVERYONE understands what they are and how 
big they are, which can vary from 6” up to 16” deep. 

2) This is also the time to write on every iso panel back box what TOTAL WEIGHT of panels 
will be: Dual Voltage Panel 16” approximately – 600#; OR @8” deep approximately 
200#; and OR @ 12” deep 300# & Laser panels 400#. This is critical: STUD WALLS WILL 
NOT HOLD UP AN ISOLATION PANEL. Typically, there needs to be a “Unistrut” type 
support base built.  And, if there are a variety of iso panel sizes, determine how they will 
be mounted, and i.e. aligning tops, midpoint or bottoms. Aliening tops is typical. 
Multiple panels on one wall may need to be reviewed by structural engineer, they get 
heavy.  

3) For larger and taller isolation panels, such as dual voltage and duplex, you must also 
consider finished floor type, coving at junction of wall and floor. Terrazzo usually will run 
up wall about 3 to 4”, and plastic coving can be from 3” to 6” up wall. You do NOT want 
this coving to cover bottom of isolation panel trim; because the isolation panel trim 
must be removable.   

4) As interior walls get put in, the isolation panel back boxes should get positioned within 
the stud walls and onto supporting strut base. VERY IMPORT: All the isolation panel and 
accessories back boxes must protrude from the surface of the studs to align (just a little 
short) of the FINISHED wall surface. This is a very common problem area: if the back 
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boxes do NOT protrude to just under the finished wall, especially with double sheet rock 
or extra thick wall covering, the trim mounting screws will NOT work.  

5) We also need to address extra thick wall covering THAT DOES NOT go to the ceiling, i.e. 
tile or synthetic marble type wainscot; that covers only 30” to 48” or so from floor. The 
isolation panels need a completely flat surface for the trim to lie correctly. In this type of 
installation, the wall covering surface is typically cut away to let trim mount to the wall 
board finished wall instead of the wall treatment finished wall. Other times, the wall 
treatment is carried up both sides and across the top of isolation panel(s), like a window 
frame. This is customer’s preference. 

6) All back boxes are mounted during this part of “rough in” stage, but interiors should 
NOT be installed at this time. The subsequent dirt, wall board dust, and moisture of an 
open construction site will do irreparable harm to the components of an isolation power 
system. The circuit breakers, contactors, alarms, and Line Isolation Monitors are NOT 
sealed components. This stage should be limited to all back boxes, feeder and branch 
conduits mount correctly within the stud walls. Also, any grounding that needs to be 
done to any interior equipment, such as HVAC duct work, med gas piping, window 
frames, and door frames, should be done at this time, and run to room reference 
ground bus location. This is a good time to have a trained isolation power panel field 
service person visit site, before too much wiring is pulled.  

7) The remote alarm system’s layout needs to be determined and piped, during rough-in 
stage. Some alarms systems call for panel to panel wiring connections. (This is similar 
to fire alarm wiring.)  

8) After stud walls are in and wall board is installed and finished, the isolation panel’s 
components, interiors, transformers, and branch, grounding, and alarm wiring should be 
installed. Either just before, while, or after the wiring is compete, the components of the 
isolation power system can get installed. This main issue here is to NOT subject the 
isolation power system components to dirt, wall board dust, or moisture of an open 
construction site. This is very important: The circuit breakers, contactors, alarms, and 
Line Isolation Monitor are NOT sealed components.  The finished trims for the isolation 
panels should still be stored off site, if at all possible, until they are installed at the end 
of the project. 

9) NOTE: The branch wiring from the isolation panel to the end devices is very susceptible 
to moisture in the conduits, and this moisture reduces the impedance to the ground 
plane. This is why NO wire pulling compound, per good installation practices and NEC 
and NFPA codes, should be used for the XHHW-2 branch wiring.    

10) After the first room is wired, a trained isolation power panel field service person 
should visit the site. If at all possible, the isolation power panel should be energized, 
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with all branch wiring installed, but before any fixed equipment gets connected. The 
alarms do not need to be connected to check out system.  

11)  It would be a good idea to have a trained field service person site visit after every 20 or 
so panels get installed. This could prevent a minor problem from becoming a major 
problem. The next two steps are 1) connection & installation of alarm modules if not 
already done, and final field service testing of isolation power systems.   

12) Final step is installations of panel stainless steel trims.  
13) The “in-service training” for facility electrical people and patient’s care staff, should be 

done at this time BUT may be done at separate times. However, be aware there may be 
additional field service charges. 
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